Take You at Your Word

Choreography: Darolyn Pchajek, darolyn@daretoclog.com
Level: Beginner’s
CD: In a Different Light

Intro

2 triples to each wall, starting with a 1/4 turn left

Part A

Clogover Vine (left)
Chain Right (1/2 turn right) Right Arm circles forward & back
Chain Left (1/2 turn right) Left Arm circles back, up & over

Repeat on other foot.

Part B

Triple Kick (fwd), Triple Kick (fwd)
Jump (both feet out), Jump (feet cross), Turn, Clap
Fancy Double

Repeat to front

Chorus

Rocking Chair (1/4 turn left), Rocking Chair (1/4 turn left)
2 In-Houses
Repeat to front
2 Samanthas
Rocking Chair, Fancy Double

Break 1

2 Triples

Break 2

2 Triples, 4 kicks (1/2 turn left with the 4 kicks)

Repeat back to front

Break 3

4 Triples (1/4 turn left – to each wall)

Part C

Samantha, High Horse, Samantha, High Horse
2 Neutrons

Ending

2 Rockings Chairs (1/4 turn left)
2 In-Houses

Repeat 3 more times to each wall
SEQUENCE - A B Chorus Br 1 A B Chorus Br 2 C Chorus Br 3 Ending

Take you at Your Word – Steps

Samantha - - DS DS(xif) Dr S Dr S RS DS DS RS
               L  R     R L L R LR L R LR

High Horse – DS DT (if) DT (ib) RS Ba Sl DS DS RS
               L  R     R RL R R L R LR

In-Houses - DS Tch front Tch side Tch front
               L  R     R R R